Global Labor Strategies

GLOBAL LABOR STRATEGIES is a resource center founded in 2004 whose purpose is to assist worker organizations, community based groups, advocacy groups, public policy makers, philanthropic foundations, and other allies around the world make connections and develop strategies to function effectively in the era of globalized economic and political institutions.

GLS is committed to promoting people-friendly democratic solutions to key challenges posed by globalization. Through actionable research, reporting, analysis, strategic thinking, and networking, GLS seeks to identify common interests among different people and movements across the globe, in order to catalyze the development of common approaches and effective activism on human rights, labor rights, and environmental issues.

GLS has been ahead of the curve on issues ranging China, migration, and the relationship between climate change and work (on our popular blog, www.globallaborblog.org, you can find much of the material we produce). In particular we seek to anticipate and address issues and concerns that are likely to be either divisive within global labor and social movements, or to offer opportunities for action and cooperation that are not yet being taken advantage of.

GLS staff members and GLS are actually participating in many national and international networks.

STAFF AND STRUCTURE
The GLS staff of Tim Costello, Brendan Smith, Jeremy Brecher, Claudia Torrelli and Bruno Ciccaglione is an team that brings a wealth of practical and expert knowledge—a result of decades of work on workplace, environmental, political, networking, economic development, and legal issues. Bruno Ciccaglione, a veteran Italian trade unionist and social justice activist currently based in Vienna, Austria, joined GLS in 2008 as we expand our European network.

Author of this study for the AK Wien is Bruno Ciccaglione, with the precious supervision and experience of Tim Costello
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